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An identity is derived relating the distribution of a continuous time, skip-free process with two 
impenetrable barriers to the distribution of a process with one barrier. It is indicated how the 
methods used here can aIso be used to give results for related processes with different types of 
barriers. The identity is then used to derive explicit results giving the distribution of the process 
with two impenetrable barriers. 
Stationary independent ratio identity 
increments impenetrable barriers 
skip-free processes absorbing barriers 
1. Introduction 
Let Z(t) (t 3 Oj, be a separable stochastic process with stationary independent 
increments having a characteristic function of the form 
(Re[ =0) (1) 
with 
4(t)= &t + [ (e*x - I)d,L(x) (2) 
where a! < 0, and L( 9) is a right-continuous, non-decreasing function with L(m) = 
0. 
This type of process has no negative jumps, and is caiIed skip-free. We will only 
consider these processes for which inf(t: Z(t) < 0) is a.s. strictly positive, The 
conditions for this to happen have been discussed by Rogozin [63. 
Let Y(t) be a process that has impenetrable barriers at 0, and a, and increment 
process z(t). This type of process is frequently used as a model of a finite dam, and 
descriptions of it can be found in Roes [4], and Tak&cs [7], for example. For the 
corresponding process with only one barrier we let Y(P) be the process with a Iower 
impenetrable barrier at zero, and increment process Z(t). 
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In this paper we extend the following result derived by TakAcs [7] for compound 
Poisson processes, and by Roes [4] for a wider class of processes 
e-"'P, ( j’( t ) s x ) dt 
S e-lP,(Y(t) G x)ldt = (s>O,O~x~a). (3) 
e-"'P,(Y(t)" a)dt 
(The subscripts indicate the initial position of the process.) This identity only holds 
if the initial position of Y(t) is at the upper barrier, and in Section 2 we show how 
this result can be generalised for the case where Y(t) has an arbitrary initial 
position. An equivalent result can 
two absorbing barriers, which we 
duality given in Pegg [3]. 
In Section 3 we use the results of Section 2 to give explicit expressions for the 
also be derived for the process Z(t) bounded by 
denote by X(t). This result is derived using the 
transforms of the distributions of X(t) and Y(t). These results can be shown to be 
equivalent o those derived by Cohen [l], and Roes [4]. 
In Pegg [2], ratio identities were derived for a class of random walks. It was 
noticed there that the nature of the barriers was not always crucial, and that ratio 
identities exist for random walks with various types of barriers. A similar situation 
exists in the continuous time case. In particular, let Vx(d) be the process Z(t) 
restricted by an absorbing barrier at x, and an impenetrable barrier at a (a > x), 
and X(t) be the process Z(t) with just one absorbing barrier at zero. It can then be 
shown that 
I 
aD 
e-“‘Pa-,(X(t) s 0)dt 
S e-“Pa(V&)s x)dt = 
I 
o. ’ (s > 0, x < a). (4) 
e-“Pa-x(X(t) G a - x)dt 
0 
This result will be used in Section 2. 
2. The itientity 
Define the random variable 
T, = inf(t a0: Y(t)S x) (x G Y(0)) 
and let 
I(s;x,y,z) = 
I 
0 
e x(j+yt)d y)dt 
OOII 
I e-‘Px( Y(t) 6 z)dt 0 
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e-scPx(&(c)~ y)dt 
* A(s;x,y,z) = 
e-“P,(F(t)s z)dt 
It is clear that 
P4( K(t) G x) = P,(T, s t) 
and this together with the ratio identity for K(t), equation (4), gives us our first 
result. 
Lemma 1. 
S e-“P(T, G t)dt =A(s;a-x,&a -x) (s>O,OSxSaj. (5) 
We now derive the generalised ratio identity for Y(t). 
Proposition I. 
I 
0 
e’“‘Py(~(t)~ x)dt 
0 
= f(s;a,x,a)-A(s;a-y,x-y,a-y)+A(s;a-y,O,a-y) 
sA(s;a-y,O,a-y) (6) 
(s>O,OSySxSa), 
I =e-“P,(Y(r)x)dt = I(s;a,x,a) sA(s;a-y,O,a-y) (s>O,Osx<y<a). (7) 0 
Proof. Consider 
P,(Y(t)cx)=P,(Y(t)sx,T,>t)+ ‘d,P.(Y(t)cx, Ty-) 
I 0 
=Pa(Y(t)<x, Ty>t)+ I ’ P, (Y(t - T) s x)d,P(ir, s 7) 0 
(OGy=GxSa). 
Now take the Laplace transform of this equation. 
I 
00 
e-“‘P, (Y(t) s x)dt 
0 
I 
In 00 
a0 
= e-“‘P,( Y(t) e x, Ty > t)dt + I e”‘dP,(T, < t) I e’-sr ,(Y(t) zz x)dt (8) 0 0 0 
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The first term on the right hand side of this equation can be written as 
I 
m 
I 
m 
e-“P@(Y(t)g x, T, > t)dt = e-“‘P,(y < V’(t) s x)dt 
0 0
= I gc-“P.(V,(y)~x)dr=~~e-“P.(V,(?)~y)dt. (9 0 0 , 
Rearranging equation (5), and using (9) gives 
I m em”Py( Y(t) s x)dt 0 00) 
= I 
m L9 
e’“P,( Y(t) s x)dt - I e-“Po(V,(t)~ x)dt + 0 0 I 
m 
e’“Po(V,(t) S y)dt 
0
I 
a2 . 
e-“dPI(T; s t) 
0 
The proof of the first part of the proposition is completed by applying the lemma to 
the denominator of equation (lo), and the ratio identit:ies (3) and (4) to the 
numerator. 
To derive equation (7) write 
Tr 
P',(Y(t)a)ds = I 0 P,(Y(t-T)~x)d,P(T,~7jl (Wx~y~a). 
Taking the Laplace transform of this equation and rearranging ives 
e-“P,( Y(t) s x)dt = I 
m 
e-“‘P,(Y(t)s x)dt 
0
OD (s>O,O~n~ySa). 
e’“td,P( TY S t) 
The pn’oof is completed by applying the lemma to the denominator of this 
equation, and the ratio identitv (3) to the numerator. M 
The ratio identities (3) and (7) can be regarded as special cases of the identity (6) if 
we adopt the convention that 
A@; a - y,X-y,a--y)=A(s;a-y,@,a-y) (xdy). 
Proceeding in the same way an equivalent identity 
process with an absorbing 
obtain a generalised ratio 
relation given by Pegg (3) 
_ 
barrier at 0 and an impenetrable barrier at a. We can 
identity for the process X(t) by applying the duality 
to Proposition 1. This gives the following corcllaPy. 
The identity (7) reduces to (3) if y = a because 
A(s;O,O,O)= 1. 
to (6) can be derived for the 
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Corollary 1. 
I O” eBsrP,(X(t) S y)dt = dO 
= I(s;u,a--~,a)-A(s;y,y-x,y)+A(s;y,O,y) 
SAN Y,O,Y> (11) 
(S>O,OGx<yGa), 
I 
00 
e’“‘Px(X(t) G y)dt = , 
0 
w 
3. Explicit results 
In this section we show how expli**:* u results for the two barrier processes can be 
obtained using known results for one barrier processes. 
The two results we use are 
w 
If 
w 
e -st46dx PY( Y(t) s x)dt = ’ deYf 
0 0 s - @(5‘): t 
-s) (s >O, Ret =0), (13) 
e -“+f”dxPy(&(t)~ x)ds = ’ s _ 9(4) (eEY - eyq(‘)) + y(s > 0,Ret := O), (14) 
where q (s) is the largest real root of $(q (s)) = s. The first of these results is well 
known and can be found in Cohen [l]. A derivation of equation (14) is given in 
We now prove two lemmas that put (13) and (14) in a more useful form. 
Lemma 2. 
I 
W 1 e’“Py( Y(t) s x)dr = - 
I 
eYr)(s)-vx 
0 2rri (15) I q(S)(S - cp(r.+du(X G yVs ‘O)’ 
where I is the imaginary axis exce6; _* for an indentation taking it to the left of the point 
v = 7J(s)i 
Proof. Apply the formula for the inversion of characteristic functions to 
equation (13). 
I 
W 
e’“P, (r(t) ~2 x)dt 
0 
(e -i& 
iie 
-iex 
)dt (x >O, z CO) 
_ 1 
I 
’ e”(Y--I) _ e”(YBx) dv 1 
I 
(eYrl(s)--vr =- -- 
2rri I V(S - GB- 2rri z rl(s:l(s - e&e)) ” 
a I 
eY?(s)-vX 
I- 
+ 29ri I rl(S)(S - 4(v)) dv* 
The first two terms are zero for y ax, and the result follows immediately. 
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Lemma 3. 
I 
OD 1 
ca 
e-“Py(z(t) s n)dt = gi 
I I 
(y a x, s > 0). (16) 
Roof. Apply the inversion formula for characteristic functions to equation (14) 
I 
8b 
e ‘“PY(&(t) G x)dt 
0 
1 I 
= (1 _ e-i&) ei& 1 =r- 
27T _= i&g - +(it)) d’ -G 
The first term is zero for y a X, and the result is obtained by combining the other 
two terms. 
The transform of the distribution of Y(t) can now be obtained by 
into equations (6) and (7) the expressions given in the two lemmas. 
prtQosi?ti~n 5. 
f e-e= 
substituting 
I 
w 
e’“P,(Y(t)sx)dt =: I 
0
’ ’ we!i’ 
)d5 
S 
I 
(06x <a; s>O), 
1 S - 4(t) d6 
I 
W 
e’“P, (Y(t) s x)dt 
0
(17) 
I 
W 
e’* P, (Y(t).s x)dt = 
0
(0 G y S x G a, s > 0). 
Of course using Corollary 1 we can obtain a result analogous to Proposition 5 for 
X(f)* 
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